






included – no doubt with the same content as the No.7 but
with different packaging.
The LETTERED SETS  The set designations were changed to
letters. A lettered Baby set has been seen but no Classic sets.
However they probably existed because the instructions in the
lid of a set identical to the No.1 (Fig.4) are for sets 'C et 12'.
The DOUBLE-DIGIT NUMBERED SETS  Set 12 was part of
the  range  after  this  final  change  to  the  numbering.  Both
No.12's seen have the same parts as the No.1 except that they
have  wire  Screwdrivers  (with  MECCANO  shaped  handles)
instead on the wooden-handled ones in earlier sets. One was
said to be from the 1950s. One of their open boxes is shown in
Fig.3 and the inside of the lid in Fig.4.

Two other double-digit boxes have been seen, No.14, the
Motor, in a red box with a plain yellow label, and a new set
No.15  described  later.  So,  assuming  that  it  existed,  No.13
would have been the successor to the  Complémentaire/No.3
add-on outfits.

The BABY SETS
There were two series of Baby sets with many of the parts

quite different, and I'll call them Types 1 & 2. It's not known
when the first outfits were introduced but their lids were in the
Fig.1  style.  Nor  is  there  a  date  for  the  second  phase,  and
though all have the final, Fig.5, style of lid, it was also used for
some of the Type 1 outfits.
TYPE 1 with the FIG.1 LABEL  The first lids were blue

with  labels  which  differed  from  the
Fig.1  pattern  in  only  a  few  details,
notably by having the set name across
the  tailplane  (instead  of  'Amuse  et
Instruit'). A Price List with one such set was dated 12/34.

Set 00  Most of the parts can be seen in the set above, in a
box 24*43cm. The main Fuselage is in one piece and the part
in the top left corner fits into it to provide the nose and under
part of the front of the fuselage. It appears to be the casing of
the Motor unit in Fig.8. Of the other parts the red Centre Top
Wing (top, right) is new, & the narrower Floats, but most of
the other parts appear to be from the Classic range. Possibly
not  the Fin though, it  seems a little smaller  with  no centre
hole. The holes in new parts are about 3mm, smaller than the
3½mm of  the classic  pieces.  The old and new parts marry
together  quite well  in  the  models.  The 4-page instructional
leaflet has 'Type “Baby” 0 et 00' on the front and 8 models are
shown on the other pages with written instructions for each.

Set 0  Subject to confirmation, it was identical to the 00
except that it included the Motor Unit instead of just its Casing.
Said  Motor  Unit  has  a  prop  shaft  at  the  front  and  a  large
contrate  underneath  which  meshes  with  a  pinion  on  the
undercarriage Axle. (One Ebay seller mentioned a missing Key
so presumably it is clockwork and not simply the prop shaft

geared to the contrate so that the Propeller turns when the
model is pushed along the ground.)

Set 000  No examples of a 000 from this time have been
seen but a later Type 1 Set 000 is described below.
TYPE 1 with the LABEL BELOW  Only 'Baby' sets have been
seen with this lid label.

Set 0  The set seen is in a blue box with a model leaflet as
in the No.00 already described, and with the same parts except
that the Floats look to be the wider Classic type. A similar set,
but probably a No.00, has the same wide Floats, and has the
instructions glued inside the lid. None of the other Baby sets
seen, earlier or later, with this type of label or otherwise, have
the wide Floats.

Set  000  The  next  two  sets  have  brown  lids,  and  are
probably both No.000. The first, 28*16*2.8cm, looks unused
and has a Motor, no Floats, no Struts, only 2 Wings, and the
parts  are  painted  all  silver  with  only  the  usual  roundels  &
flashes as decoration. It was said that there were instructions
for 2 models. The few remaining parts in the second set match
those above and there are instructions inside the lid (in B&W)
for  2 models (the only  ones that would be possible, a Low
Wing  and  a  Shoulder  Wing  Monoplane).  They  include  an
illustration of the Motor Unit.

New Colours  The next set is in a red box with the Model
Leaflet for Sets 0 & 00, as before. The parts too are as before
except for their colours. The main parts are yellow, with the
Fuselage  nose  and  the  flash  on  the  Floats  blue,  and  the
coloured triangles on the Wings red.
TYPE 1 with the FIG.5 LABEL  The sole set seen with this
label is a No.000 in a red box. The only remaining parts are the
Fin and Tailplanes, silver with the usual flashes.
TYPE 2  All the sets have the Fig.5 label and all, except as
noted, have red boxes.
TYPE 2 NUMBERED Sets Of these first  sets,  examples of
Nos.00 & 000 have been seen and neither include a Motor.

Set 00  The parts can be seen in the box below, and in a
model overleaf, made from a later equivalent outfit. The parts
that are definitely new are the Wings, Fin, Nose (to the right of
the LH Float),  the Float,  the 'V'  Interplane Struts,  3-bladed
Propeller, and Span'driver. The Fuselage could be the same as
before though the models are said to be 23cm long, against
the 21cm quoted for Type 1. The span is also slightly greater –
with the Wings bolted to the Fuselage it is 31½cm
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against 29cm. The instructions, for 8 models, in black & red,
are inside the lid. The box size is 35*21½cm.

Set  000 has  no  Small  Wings  and  no  Floats.  The
instructions, again inside the lid, are for 3 model (the Centre
Wing Struts are included in the Set so a parasol wing model is
possible).  Jacques  has  one  of  these  sets  and  its  box  is
30.7*17.8*3.7cm. 

Set 0  It would be strange if there was not a Set 0 at the
time and it ought logically to be the 00 with a Motor, though
no indication has been found that there was a Motor in the
Type 2 era.  Or possibly  the old No.0  was simply continued
alongside the new sets.

TYPE 2 LETTERED SETS  With the change to lettered sets
the 000 became Set A and the 00, Set B. And as Set C was a
Classic set there were presumably only two Baby outfits. The
only box seen, a Set A, is light brown and was said to measure
37½*21½cm.

TYPE 2  DOUBLE-DIGIT  NUMBERED SETS  When  num-
bered  sets  were  reintroduced  A  &  B  became  10  &  11
respectively  with  the  same  parts,  instructions,  and  colour
scheme, except that the nose of the Fuselage was painted red,
as in the Fig.9 model. The No.10 box measures 34½*21½cm.

The MULTI-ENGINED OUTFIT
The Set was called Pilote d'Essais (Test Pilot) and it has a

single layer of parts in a red box about 51*35cm. The featured
model  (right)  is:  Avion  type  Boeing  'La  Forteresse  Volante'
(The Flying Fortress). The label, below, has photos of 3 of the
stars (Clark Gable, Myrna Loy, Spencer Tracy) who appeared in
the MGM film Test Pilot. Said film was released in America in
April 1938 and was probably shown in France in the summer of
that year. But the name Flying Fortress was first used for the
B-17 during WW2 and so it is unlikely that the Set was prewar.
Perhaps the film was rereleased after the war. There is '1 Jan
1957'  written  in  the top left  corner  of  the inside of  the lid
(Fig.17).  The  '15'  in  the  bottom  right  corner  of  the  lid  is
thought to be the set number – it isn't on all the lids seen but

it looks to be a label and so may have been prone to fall off.
Fig.13  is  a  list  of  the  parts  in  the  Set  as  given  in  the

Instructions and the major ones can be seen in the open box
above  (one  Wheel  is  missing),  and  in  the  model  below.
Assembly of the models is mostly as would be expected but
unusual or unexplained points are noted in the following list of
the parts (as in Fig.13 but with my English names). #401d,g
Wings, handed and flanged to bolt to the fuselage;  #402,b
Fuselage Sides, handed; #403d,g Tailplanes, handed and
flanged at  each  end to  bolt  to  the fuselage & to  the Fins;
#404 Fin (handed in the sets and models seen by virtue of

the  flashes  on
their  outside faces);
#405 Fuselage Nose,
in  Fig.14  it  is  the  trans-
parent  part  (yellow  in  other
sets) between the lower pair of
Engine Cowlings.  I  think  it  pushes
onto the front  of the fuselage and is
held under the head of
the  Bolt  on  either  side
of  the  front  of  the
fuselage;  #406,b For-
ward  Fuselage,  Top
& Bottom;  #407 Mid
Fuselage  Top;  #408
Windscreen,  is  be-
tween  the  inner  Prop-
ellers  in  Fig.14,  and  is
probably  held  by  the
Bolt each side under the
first side window; #409
Rear  Fuselage  Top;
(The Fuselage parts are
in the top row in Fig.14
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5. MÉCAVION Parts in 1933  Some details of MÉCAVION
were given in 40/1199 but with practically no dates, and no
complete  list  of  the parts.  So  an illustrated  Parts  Price  List
dated Dec. 1933 now to hand is very welcome, and lists both
the 'Classic' & the Baby parts. The maker is as given before
and below the details of the parts, rearranged. The Baby parts
are the Type 1 in OSN 41, and include the Motor unit (it cost
less than the price of a pair of Wings). The Wings etc which
were thought to be as the Classic parts have slightly different
prices but  that  might be because of  their  different finishes.
1933 seems to have been the last  year of  the Type 1 sets
because the 1934 list of sets in MCS that was mentioned in

26/754, has an picture of a Type 2 Baby model with elliptical
Wings & a 2-cockpit Fuselage. Oddly the Motor for the Classic
sets isn't listed though its Key is.
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6. Snippet. A JR ENGINEER Special Outfit  An account of
the parts & manual from this Set was given in 33/976, and
now a boxed set has been seen on Ebay, somewhat the worse
for wear but probably complete.

The box is the same size as the one for the '4½' Set and
the lid is also the same, see 33/975,  except that the bright
yellow colour of the name and other details is unfaded.

From the  parts  that  can  be seen  in  the  box above,  the
quantities given in OSN 33 are correct subject to the following.
● Only 4 of the 11h Strips can definitely be seen but more
could be hidden under them – however only 4 are needed in
the manual models.  ● There are 4 Curved Strips.  ● As in the
OSN 33 parts there is only one Steering Bracket (under the
righthand  stacked  pair  of  Curved  Strips),  and  though  the
cutout next to it could take another, only one is needed in the
manual models.

Other points. ● The Wheels look dark red-brown rather than
black.  ● The white Cord poking out  of  the small  parts  box
matches that noted in OSN 33.

The  front  of  the  manual  was  shown  on  Ebay  and  it  is
identical to the OSN 33 example except that the bottom of the
'Fun and Education' box, blank before, now has 2 lines printed
in it. The first is indecipherable but the second is 'Playthings
Inc. So this adds to the suggestion in OSN 33 that the Special
was  produced  after  a  change  of  maker  (despite  the  Coledi
name still being on the lid – old stock being used up?).

JR ENGINEER  S5            [43/1293]

7. Snippet. An early BENCO Brochure. It was suggested in
26/772 that BENCO was introduced in 1950 but a 4*A4 page
brochure seen on Ebay was said to date from 1949. And that is
credible because a model building competition was advertised
in it with an end date of Easter 1950.

Only Sets A & B were available, price DM5.50 & 11.90, and
they had 129 & 282 parts. That compares with the 131 & 282
in later sets (ignoring the Paper Clips in the latter – there is no
mention of them in the brochure). 26 parts were advertised in
the brochure and though many of their names can't be seen
clearly, they are almost certainly all but 2 of the 28 different
parts included in Set B later. All the main parts of the later
Set B can be seen in the sets & models shown in the brochure,
but there is no sign of the small Tyre #32, so that may be one
of the 'missing' ones.

BENCO:  S1            [43/1293]
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